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public getProcessXML(definitionId: string) { 
   return this.http.get(`${this.camundaUrl}/engine/default/process-       
dsefinition/${definitionId}/xml`);   
} 

this.bpmnService.getProcessXML(this.task.processDefinitionId).sub
scribe( 
      (res: ProcessDefinition) => { 
        const parser = new XMLParser( 
          { 
            ignoreAttributes: false 
          } 
        ); 
        const xmlToJson = parser.parse(res.bpmn20Xml); 

let listUserTask = []; 
          const userTasks = 
xmlToJson['bpmn:definitions']['bpmn:process']['bpmn:userTask']; 
          const listMessages = 
xmlToJson['bpmn:definitions']['bpmn:message']; 
          const listBoundaryEvents = 
xmlToJson['bpmn:definitions']['bpmn:process']['bpmn:boundaryEv
ent']; 
          if((listMessages && listMessages.length) > 0 && 
(listBoundaryEvents && listBoundaryEvents.length > 0)) { 
            listBoundaryEvents.forEach( 
              (el) => { 
                const findMessage = listMessages.find((m) => 
el['bpmn:messageEventDefinition']['@_messageRef'] && m['@_id'] 
=== el['bpmn:messageEventDefinition']['@_messageRef']); 
                this.listTaskActions.push(                  { 
                    activityRef: el['@_attachedToRef'], 
                    showBackButton: findMessage ? 
(findMessage['@_name']  ===  'back' ? true : false) : false 
                  } ) } );          } 
          this.listTaskActionsChange.emit(this.listTaskActions); 
          if(Array.isArray(userTasks)) { 
            listUserTask = userTasks;  
          } else {            listUserTask.push(userTasks);          } 
          if(listUserTask.length > 0) { 
            this.initGenericForm(listUserTask);          }        } 
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initGenericForm(listUserTask: any[]) { 
    const findUserTask =  listUserTask.find(el => el['@_id'] === 
this.task.taskDefinitionKey); 
    if(findUserTask) { 
      const formField = 
findUserTask['bpmn:extensionElements']['camunda:formData']; 
      let listFormFields = []; 
      if(Array.isArray(formField['camunda:formField'])) { 
        listFormFields = formField['camunda:formField']; 
      } else { 
        listFormFields.push(formField['camunda:formField']); 
      } 
      console.log('listFormFields', listFormFields); 
      this.mapingData(listFormFields); 
      if(this.formFields.length > 0) { 
        this.initFormGroup(); 
      } 
    } 
  } 

<form [formGroup] = "formGroup" *ngIf="formGroup && formFields.length 
> 0"> 
  <div class="row"> 
    <div *ngFor="let item of formFields" [ngClass]="item.wide === 'true' ? 
'col-12' : 'col-6'"> 
      <app-email-field *ngIf="item['data-type'] === 'email' && item['type'] === 
'string'" [lable]="item.lable" [name] = "item.id" [control] = 
"formGroup.controls[item.id]"  [appearance]="'outline'"></app-email-field> 
      <app-text-field *ngIf="item['data-type'] == null && item['type'] === 
'string'" [lable]="item.lable" [name] = "item.id" [control] = 
"formGroup.controls[item.id]"  [appearance]="'outline'"></app-text-field> 
      <app-number-field *ngIf="item['data-type'] == null && item['type'] === 
'long'" [lable]="item.lable" [name] = "item.id" [control] = 
"formGroup.controls[item.id]"  [appearance]="'outline'"></app-number-
field>   
      <app-textarea-field  *ngIf="item['data-type'] == 'textarea' && 
item['type'] === 'string'" [lable]="item.lable" [name] = "item.id" [control] = 
"formGroup.controls[item.id]"  [appearance]="'outline'" [maxLength] = 
"item.maxlength"></app-textarea-field> 
      <app-phone-number-field *ngIf="item['data-type'] == 'phoneNumber' 
&& item['type'] === 'string'" [lable]="item.lable" [name] = "item.id" 
[control] = "formGroup.controls[item.id]"  [appearance]="'outline'" 
[countryCode] = "item['country-code']"></app-phone-number-field> 
      <app-datepicker-field  *ngIf="item['type'] === 'date'" 
[lable]="item.lable" [name] = "item.id" [control] = 
"formGroup.controls[item.id]"  [appearance]="'outline'"></app-datepicker-
field> 
      <app-checkbox-field  *ngIf="item['data-type'] == 'checkbox' && 
item['type'] === 'boolean'" [lable]="item.lable" [name] = "item.id" [control] 
= "formGroup.controls[item.id]"  [appearance]="'outline'"></app-checkbox-
field> 
      <app-slide-toggle-field *ngIf="item['data-type'] == 'slide-toggle' && 
item['type'] === 'boolean'" [lable]="item.lable" [name] = "item.id" [control] 
= "formGroup.controls[item.id]"  [appearance]="'outline'"></app-slide-
toggle-field> 
      <app-radio-group-field  *ngIf="item['data-type'] == null && item['type'] 
=== 'enum'" [lable]="item.lable" [name] = "item.id" [control] = 
"formGroup.controls[item.id]"  [appearance]="'outline'" 
[options]="item.options"></app-radio-group-field> 
      <app-divider-field  *ngIf="item['data-type'] === 'divider'" [control] = 
"formGroup.controls[item.id]"></app-divider-field> 
      <app-amount-field  *ngIf="item['data-type'] == 'amount' && item['type'] 
=== 'long'" [lable]="item.lable" [name] = "item.id" [control] = 
"formGroup.controls[item.id]"  [appearance]="'outline'" 
[suffix]="item.suffix" [prefix] ="item.prefix"></app-amount-field> 
      <app-select-field *ngIf="item['data-type'] == 'select' && item['type'] === 
'enum'" [lable]="item.lable" [name] = "item.id" [control] = 
"formGroup.controls[item.id]"  [appearance]="'outline'" 
[options]="item.options"></app-select-field> 
      <app-html-field  [htmlStr] = "formGroup.controls[item.id].value" 
*ngIf="item['data-type'] === 'html' && item['type'] === 'string'" 
[lable]="item.lable" [name] = "item.id" [control] = 
"formGroup.controls[item.id]"  [appearance]="'outline'"></app-html-field> 
      <app-paragraph-field [paragraphText] = 
"formGroup.controls[item.id].value" *ngIf="item['data-type'] === 
'paragraph' && item['type'] === 'string'" [lable]="item.lable" [name] = 
"item.id" [control] = "formGroup.controls[item.id]"  
[appearance]="'outline'"></app-paragraph-field> 
    </div> 
  </div> 
</form> 
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ngOnInit(): void { 
    combineLatest( 
      this.activeRoute.params, 
      this.activeRoute.queryParams 
    ).subscribe(([params, queryParams] : [Params, any]) => { 
      this.taskId = params.taskId; 
      this.spinnerService.showSpinner.next(true); 
      this.bpmn.getTask(this.taskId).subscribe( 
        (t: any) => { 
          this.spinnerService.showSpinner.next(false); 
          this.task = t; 
          this.task.businessKey = params.businessKey 
        } 
      ); 
    }); 
  } 

<mat-card *ngIf="task" class="task-card"> 
  <mat-card-header class="header"> 
    <mat-card-title>{{ task.name }}</mat-card-title> 
    <button class="more-actions" mat-icon-button 
[matMenuTriggerFor]="menu" 
      aria-label="Example icon-button with a menu"> 
      <mat-icon>more_vert</mat-icon> 
    </button> 
    <mat-menu #menu="matMenu"> 
      <button (click)="stopProcess()" mat-menu-item> 
        <mat-icon>stop</mat-icon> 
        <span>Stop process</span> 
      </button> 
    </mat-menu> 
  </mat-card-header> 
  <mat-card-content class="content"> 
    <app-generic-form-matirial 
(listTaskActionsChange)="setTaskActionList($event)" 
(formChage)="setFormGroup($event)" 
      [task]="task"></app-generic-form-matirial> 
  </mat-card-content> 
  <mat-card-actions class="actions"> 
    <div class="row"> 
      <div class="col-md-6 offset-md-6"> 
        <app-generic-actions [listTaskActions]="listTaskActions" 
[formGroup]="formGroup" 
          [task]="task"></app-generic-actions> 
      </div> 
    </div> 
  </mat-card-actions> 
</mat-card> 

<div class="actions"> 
    <button mat-button color="primary" [disabled]="formGroup.invalid" 
(click)="complateTask()">Complate</button> 
    <button *ngIf="showBackButton" (click)="back()" mat-
button>Back</button> 
</div> 
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public complateTask() { 
    this.taskRouterService.businessKey = this.task.businessKey; 
    const copmpleteUserTaskCommand = {}; 
    copmpleteUserTaskCommand['variables'] = 
this.commonService.transformFromGroupToCamundaVariables(this.formGr
oup); 
    copmpleteUserTaskCommand["withVariablesInReturn"] = true; 
    this.spinnerService.showSpinner.next(true); 
    this.bpmn.complateTask(this.task.id, 
copmpleteUserTaskCommand).subscribe( 
      () => { 
        this.spinnerService.showSpinner.next(false); 
      } 
    ); 
  } 

public back() { 
    this.taskRouterService.businessKey = this.task.businessKey; 
    const commandMessage: CommandMessage = { 
      businessKey: this.task.businessKey, 
      messageName: 'back' 
    } 
    this.spinnerService.showSpinner.next(true); 
    this.bpmn.executeMessage(commandMessage).subscribe( 
      () => { 
        this.spinnerService.showSpinner.next(false); 
      } 
    ); 
  } 
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startConnection= () => { 
this.hubConnection=new HubConnectionBuilder() 
.withUrl('https://localhost:7042/hub', { 
skipNegotiation: true, 
transport: HttpTransportType.WebSockets 

}).build(); 
this.hubConnection.start() 
.catch(error=>console.log(error.message)); } 

builder.Services.AddSignalR(); 
app.MapHub<MyHub>(“/hub”); 

public override async Task OnConnectedAsync() { 
await Groups.AddToGroupAsync 

(Context.ConnectionId, "activeUsers"); } 

await Clients.Group("activeUsers") 
.SendAsync("receivedMessage", mess); 
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async ServerNotify() 
{ await this.signalR.hubConnection 

.invoke("Chat", this.currentUser) 
.catch(error => console.error(error.message)); 
this.newMessageListener(); 

} 

public async Task Chat(UserDto user) 
{ UserInfo uInfo = new UserInfo { 

ConnectionId = Context.ConnectionId, 
UserId = user.Id 

}; 
bool postoji = false; 
usersChat.ForEach( u => { 

if (u.UserId == user.Id) { 
u.ConnectionId = uInfo.ConnectionId; 
postoji = true; 

} }); 
if(!postoji) usersChat.Add(uInfo); 

} 

async ClientNotify() { 
await this.signalR.hubConnection 

.invoke("SendMessage", this.newMessage) 

.catch(err => console.error(err.message)); } 

public async Task SendMessage(MessageDto mess) 
{ UserInfo user = usersChat.SingleOrDefault 

(u => u.UserId == mess.ForId); 
if(user!=null) { 
await Clients.Client(user.ConnectionId) 

.SendAsync("receivedMessage", mess); } 
} 

async newMessageListener() 
{ await this.signalR.hubConnection 

.on("receivedMessage", (data) => { 
var novaPoruka=data; 
this.messages.push(novaPoruka); 

} 
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Abstract— This paper focuses on solving digital
transformation challenges in educational system. In addition to
traditional information systems employed in education there is
a trend of adding new features based on the latest megatrends
such as artificial intelligence and blockchain. Specifically, this
paper discusses an approach on how blockchain technology can
be utilized to implement a system for keeping student records
and diploma verification. Including blockchain technology in
the process of keeping records on students’ diplomas may bring
many benefits. It provides students with control of their
academic identity and provides means for displaying verified
credentials in their electronic records, which may simplify later

blockchain should increase trust into electronic records to all of
the stakeholders involved in the process and could in the near
future minimize the possibility to modify or falsify student
credentials.

university diploma.

Senior Member, IEEE
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Abstract— To implement a roadmap towards Supply Chain 
4.0, companies need to assess and position their level of digital 
maturity. Several works have proposed different maturity 
models to guide companies to make this assessment and help 
them to identify a roadmap to reach the desired level of 
maturity. In this article, we put the user at the centre of the 
digital transformation process. Furthermore, we consider the 
company’s organisational structure, and the status of the 
information systems as critical factors to integrate 4.0 
technologies. Based on literature analysis and experts 
consulting, we propose a multidimensional model to assess the 
digital maturity of companies. Our model is based on a 
structured survey to perform the maturity assessment of a 
company as objectively as possible. The structure of the 
assessment tool is designed to allow the most relevant 
stakeholders, regarding each dimension of digital 
transformation, participating in an independent and 
complementary manner. An illustrative example is deployed 
within the R&I department of Capgemini Engineering France 
to show how the proposed tool works. 

 
Keywords— Maturity model, digital transformation, 

maturity assessment, supply chain 4.0. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The notion of Industry 4.0 refers to the extensive use of 

information and communication technologies based on 
Internet of Things (IoT) to enable smart and interconnected 
manufacturing systems [1]. The major purpose behind the 
industry 4.0 paradigm is to enhance companies’ ability to 
fulfil challenging market needs in terms of customization, 
agility, traceability, and sustainability [2]. The adoption of 
these technologies in Supply Chain (SC) is conceptualised as 
logistics 4.0 and or Supply Chain 4.0 [3], [4]. These 
concepts are often used as synonyms in the academic 
literature [3] and are defined as the optimization of logistics 
operations using intelligent and interconnected systems 
allowing communication between processes, objects, and 
humans to make optimized, agile, and decentralized 
decisions [2], [3], [5].  

 
*This research work is sponsored by the Supply Chain department of 

Capgemini Engineering. This research is part of the R&I project TASC, 
which aims at contributing to the design of Smart and Responsible Supply 
Chains. We acknowledge the participation of several experts on logistics 
and digitalisation from Capgemini Engineering. 

Sanaa Tiss is with the Direction of Recherche & Innovation at 
Capgemini Engineering, Blagnac, 31700 France (corresponding author; e-
mail: sanaa.tiss@capgemini.com).  

Martha Orellano is with the Direction of Recherche & Innovation at 
Capgemini Engineering, Blagnac, 31700 France (e-mail: martha-
stefany.orellano-carrasquilla@capgemini.com). 

Although the literature highlights various benefits of 
implementing industry 4.0 technologies in manufacturing 
and SC, companies still struggle with its implementation. 
The difficulties or barriers to adopt 4.0 technologies can be 
economic, technological, or organisational, and vary 
according to a company’s specific context. To evaluate the 
level of adoption of industry 4.0 technologies within SC 
activities, an important body of literature propose the 
implementation of maturity models (MM) [1]. A MM is a 
tool used to assess the current state of a company in a 
specific domain with respect to a target [5]. Reaching 
maturity means achieving a state of full growth and 
excellence [3].  

In this paper, we propose a multi-dimensional maturity 
model to assess the digital transformation of companies, 
destined to be applied in supply chain context.  

This work attempt to answer the following questions:  
 What are the determinants of digital transformation? 
 How can be assessed the digital transformation 

maturity of a company? 

To answer the research question, we have coupled a 
literature analysis of existent maturity models with expert 
consulting approach. Concerning the methodological 
strategy to implement our MM, we selected a questionnaire-
approach, formulating 50 questions corresponding to the 
proposed assessment sub-dimensions. The model has been 
designed to be diffused throughout an online survey.   

Our model has three main strengths. First, a 
multidimensional character, considering three 
complementary dimensions that aim at covering the 
complexity of digital transformation: technological, user 
experience, and organisational. Second, a tailored qualitative 
scale to assess the maturity level. To reduce respondents’ 
bias in the maturity assessment process, we have designed a 
specific maturity scale for each category of evaluation, based 
on the insights of experts in the fields of SC and digital 
transformation, in Capgemini Engineering France. Third, the 
model genericity. Our model is designed to be applied to any 
industrial sector, regardless of the company size.  

This paper is structured as follows: first, we introduce 
the theoretical background on digital transformation 
maturity models, with a focus on SC and logistics 4.0. Then, 
we explain our maturity model in detail. After that, we 
present our methodological approach throughout an 
illustrative example of the model implementation. Finally, 
we present the conclusions and research perspectives. 

A Maturity Model of Digital Transformation in 
Supply Chains: A Multi-dimensional Approach 

Sanaa Tiss, Martha Orellano,  
Direction Recherche & Innovation Capgemini Engineering, 31700 Blagnac, France 
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Abstract— This study aimed to investigate the application of

importance of algorithm selection and tuning for optimal
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Improved LOS Guidance Law for Path Following
of Underactuated USV with Sideslip Compensation

Lazar Ašanin, Luka Martinović, Student Member, IEEE, Žarko Zečević, Member, IEEE,
Marco Bibuli, Member, IEEE, Roberta Ferretti, Member, IEEE, Massimo Caccia, Member, IEEE

Abstract— In this paper, we present an improved line-of-
sight guidance law (LOS) for path following of underactuated
unmanned surface vehicles. In the proposed approach, the
sideslip angle is treated as an unknown system state that is
estimated simultaneously with the cross-track error using an
augmented extended Kalman filter (AEKF). Simulation results
demonstrate that the proposed guidance law exhibits faster
convergence and better path following performance compared
to the available LOS methods.

Index Terms— USV, Guidance, Path Following, Line-of-Sight
(LOS), Predictor-based, Sideslip Compensation

I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) have attracted signif-
icant interest in various fields of marine operations such
as civilian harbor protection [1], environmental surveillance
[2], reconnaissance [3], etc., due to their efficiency, lower
operation costs and improved personnel safety [4]. In the
marine operations where USVs are utilized, guidance system
is of great importance. Guidance refers to the establishment
of a desired path from the craft’s current position to the
selected target [5], [6]. As a typical motion control scenario,
path following refers to following a predefined parameterized
path, without temporal restrictions. Main objective in this
motion scenario is to design a guidance law such that USV
reaches and moves along a desired geometric path while
assuring given dynamic specifications.

The line-of-sight (LOS) guidance is a commonly used
principle for path following of marine vessels due to its
simplicity and effectiveness. The LOS guidance method
produces a desired yaw angle that acts as a control input
for the heading controller. However, using the LOS guidance
principle in its traditional form is not feasible when the vehi-
cle is exposed to unknown drift forces caused by disturbances
such as ocean current, waves and wind in the environment.
Product of these disturbances is manifested in the occurrence
of a deviation between USV’s moving orientation and its

*This paper is supported by European Union’s Horizon Europe research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 101060395, Twinning
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heading, known as the sideslip, which increases the tracking
error and thus negatively affects the overall performance [7].

If the sideslip angle is known, then its effects can be
directly canceled out by a suitable modification of the
guidance law. The sideslip angle can be measured with
the use of optical correlation sensors, or calculated based
on the measurements of velocities in surge and sway [8].
However, both of these approaches are either too expensive
to implement or the required measurements are too noisy
and therefore produce errors.

Alternatively, the sideslip can be compensated by using
the integral LOS guidance law (ILOS), originally introduced
in [9] and extensively analyzed in [10]. However, the ILOS
can only compensate for the drift force without estimating the
sideslip angle. A more effective method is an adaptive LOS
method (ALOS) which directly estimates the value of the
sideslip angle [11]. An improved ILOS for online estimation
of the time-varying sideslip angle based on a reduced-order
state observer is developed in [12]. The ILOS-based methods
can only deal with a slowly varying sideslip and may
exhibit large tracking errors and poor transient performance
[13], [14]. To overcome these issues, the predictor-based
methods have been proposed [14], [15]. In the predictor-
based methods, the cross-track prediction errors are utilized
to identify unknown sideslip angle with high accuracy and
additional adjustable parameters are provided for smooth and
fast estimation, see [14].

In this paper, we propose an improved LOS guidance
law for path following of underactuated USVs with sideslip
compensation. The sideslip angle is treated as an unknown
system state that is estimated simultaneously with the cross-
track error using an augmented extended Kalman filter
(AEKF). This differs from the available predictor-based
methods in which mutually independent adaptive gains are
used to update the cross-track error and the sideslip angle.
As a consequence, the proposed LOS method exhibits faster
convergence speed and better path-following performance,
which is demonstrated by numerical simulations.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II contains
preliminaries and problem statement. In Section III, two
commonly used guidance laws and the proposed guidance
law are presented. Section IV contains simulation results,
while Section V concludes the paper.979-8-3503-9751-2/23/$31.00 ©2023 IEEE
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Vehicle Speed Estimation From Audio Signals
Using 1D Convolutional Neural Networks

Ivana Čavor and Slobodan Djukanović

Abstract— This paper presents an approach to acoustic
vehicle speed estimation using audio data obtained from single-
sensor measurements. One-dimensional convolutional neural
network (1D CNN) is used to estimate the vehicle’s speed
directly from raw audio signal. The proposed approach does not
require manual feature extraction and can be trained directly
on unprocessed time-domain signals. The VS13 dataset, which
contains 400 audio-video recordings of 13 different vehicles,
is used for training and testing of the proposed model. Two
training procedures have been evaluated and tested, one based
on determining optimal number of training epochs and the
other based on recording model state with minimal validation
loss. The experimental results show that the average estimation
error on VS13 is 9.50 km/h and 8.88 km/h, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intelligent transport systems have become a crucial part
of the concept of smart cities, therefore the relevance of
automatic traffic monitoring (TM) systems has increased
considerably [1]. Different types of sensors enable the col-
lection of various data (text, sound, image, video) about
traffic conditions and their real-time processing. Information
regarding the number of vehicles on the roads, vehicle types,
estimated speed and acceleration of vehicles, are particularly
useful for the enforcement of legal regulations for speed
limits and traffic safety improvement. For example, in the
vicinity of speed cameras, the number of speeding vehicles
and collisions was reduced by 35% and 25% respectively
[2].

Modern TM systems are mostly based on computer vision
and enable the detection, tracking and classification of vehi-
cles based on digital images [3]–[6]. However, despite their
good performance, systems based on specialized cameras
are more expensive, complex to install and maintain, and
memory-intensive in terms of data processing and storage.
Acoustic sensors are becoming a viable alternative for visual
surveillance systems since they require significantly fewer
resources. In this paper, we estimate the vehicle’s speed
using the sound it makes as it passes by acoustic sensor
(microphone).

In recent years, various approaches for TM have been
introduced. The spectral and spatial characteristics of audio
signals are used in [7] for vehicle speed estimation and
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the authors claim that in single-microphone systems, signal
frequency information based on the Doppler effect is not
useful for estimating the vehicle’s speed. In [8], the speed
and position of vehicle are determined by analyzing the
characteristic changes in the spectrogram. The authors of
[9] consider several representations of audio signals and
use 85 discriminative features to identify speed variations
using different machine learning techniques. To estimate the
vehicle’s speed in [10], time-frequency characteristics of the
sound signal produced by the vehicle engine are used as input
to the neural network.

A new speed-dependent analytical function, referred to as
modified attenuation (MA) is proposed in [11]. Deep neural
network is used to estimate the MA feature based on the log-
mel spectrogram of the vehicle sound and support vector
regression is used to predict the vehicle’s speed. The MA
feature is used in [12] to correct the exact moment when the
vehicle passed by the sound sensor, resulting in a drop of the
mean error of the estimated vehicle speed from 7.39 km/h to
6.92 km/h. Mel-frequency representations (mel-spectrogram,
log-mel spectrogram, log-mel cepstral spectrogram) of the
sound signal produced by vehicle and a fully connected neu-
ral network are combined in [13]. It should be emphasized
that each mentioned approach employs some audio signal
processing technique before speed calculation.

In this paper, we propose vehicle speed estimation model
based on 1D CNNs, which can automatically extract impor-
tant features from raw audio signals. A brief introduction to
1D CNN is provided in Section II, whereas the proposed
model is described in Section III. Section III also briefly
describes the VS13 dataset of audio-video recordings used
for training and testing of the proposed model. Experimental
results are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V gives
the conclusions and directions of the future research.

II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL
NETWORKS

A. 1D CNN overview

Deep learning models are developed based on the structure
and information processing system of the human brain.
While two-dimensional CNNs have found widespread use
in computer vision tasks, 1D CNNs are primarily intended
for processing one-dimensional sequences [14].

CNN is a specific type of deep neural networks that
use convolution layers, which are made up of a collection
of convolutional filters or kernels. Typically, convolutional979-8-3503-9751-2/23/$31.00 ©2023 IEEE
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Deep learning-based vehicle speed estimation
using the YOLO detector and 1D-CNN

Andrej Cvijetić, Slobodan Djukanović and Andrija Peruničić

Abstract— This paper addresses vehicle speed estimation
using visual data obtained from a single video camera. The
proposed method accurately predicts the speed of a vehicle,
using the YOLO algorithm for vehicle detection and tracking,
and a one-dimensional convolutional neural network (1D-CNN)
for speed estimation. The YOLO algorithm outputs bounding
boxes around detected objects in an image, which is, in our
case, the vehicle whose speed is to be predicted. As input to
our 1D-CNN speed estimation model, we introduce a novel
feature based on the change of area of the bounding box around
the vehicle. The feature, referred to as the changing bounding
box area (CBBA), is obtained by calculating the area of the
bounding box, frame-to-frame, as the vehicle approaches the
camera. The shape of the CBBA curve remains closely the same
for all vehicles, with differences conditioned by the value of the
observed vehicle’s speed. The proposed method is trained and
tested on the VS13 dataset. Experiments show that it is able to
accurately predict the vehicle’s speed with an average error of
2.76 km/h, with the best performing vehicle having the average
error of just 1.31 km/h. The proposed method exhibits the
robustness as a key advantage, eliminating the need for prior
knowledge of real-world dimensions such as the vehicle size,
road width, camera distance and angle in relation to the road
etc.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth in the number of vehicles on the roads
is putting a strain on the road infrastructure and making
it challenging to effectively manage traffic. This has led to
issues such as congestion, accidents and air pollution, that
have a significant impact on our daily lives. To mitigate these
effects, a strong and efficient traffic management system is
needed. An important tool in addressing this issue is the
use of efficient speed detection systems. These systems are
designed to accurately measure the speed of vehicles on
the road and provide real-time data to law enforcement and
traffic management officials. These data can be used to target
the areas of concern and to facilitate the implementation of
measures such as speed limit enforcement and improvement
of the overall road safety. With the implementation of such
systems, we can work towards reduction of speeding vehicles
and traffic crashes and hence towards ensuring the overall
safety of the increasing traffic on the roads [1].
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Currently, the most common and reliable methods for
speed measurement are either high-precision and expensive
range sensors such as those utilizing the Doppler effect
(radar) or laser lights (LiDAR), or in some cases, accurate
sensors placed in pairs under the pavement surface like
inductive or piezoelectric loop detectors [1], [2]. Despite their
efficiency and accuracy, high cost of these devices limits their
widespread use.

With the recent improvements in computer vision tech-
niques, the number of studies, suggesting the use of visual
and audio data [2], [3] as the primary method for determining
vehicle speed, has significantly increased. Some of the works
proposing vision-based approaches are described in [2]. They
include methods based on intrusion or augmented lines,
stereo vision, transformations of images into bird’s eye
view, estimation of speed from the knowledge of the real
dimensions of the objects (vehicles, licence plates, road etc.)
or the exact position of the camera in relation to the observed
vehicle etc.

One of the main challenges in using vision-based approach
is that video sensors, which translate the 3D world into a 2D
format, can be imprecise, and accuracy decreases as the dis-
tance from the camera to the vehicle increases. Despite these
limitations, the benefits of using video cameras are notable,
including cost-effectiveness with respect to the previously
mentioned range sensors and the ability to utilize the existing
traffic cameras without the need for additional sensors [2].
Additionally, the obtained visual data can be further used
for identifying vehicles (manufacturer, model, color, license
plate etc.) and their drivers, as potential evidence in the event
of a traffic accident or crime etc.

This paper addresses vision-based vehicle speed estima-
tion using visual data obtained from a single sensor (video
camera). We propose a method that is able to accurately
estimate the speed of passing vehicles using the YOLO algo-
rithm for vehicle detection and tracking, and one-dimensional
convolutional neural network (1D-CNN) for speed estima-
tion.

The paper is structured as follows. Section II covers the
background algorithms used in the proposed method. More
precisely, the YOLO-based object detector and 1D-CNN
are described. In Section III, we introduce an approach for
vehicle speed estimation based on YOLO and 1D-CNN. In
addition, the VS13 dataset of video sequences containing
vehicles driven at annotated constant speeds is shortly de-
scribed. The results of the proposed method are given in979-8-3503-9751-2/23/$31.00 ©2023 IEEE
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Automatic Water Distribution System
Using Wireless Sensor Network

Abubakar Ndagi and Csaba Zoltán Kertész

Abstract— Water distribution sector is currently facing op-
eration challenges, especially in urban areas, as a result of
climate change and high rate of urbanization experienced in
these areas. These two aforementioned factors pose a threat
of water shortage in these cities and consequently affects the
water distribution sector as there will be interruption in water
supply. To mitigate this, efficient management of the entire
distribution process and automated monitoring and control
systems are needed. This paper showcases such an automated
water distribution system that is responsible for providing clean
water to urban residents. The system uses an IoT (Internet
of Things) approach for constant and real-time monitoring of
water supply from the Base Station down to the water tanks
of each block of house. Water levels and water quality are
continuously monitored in the end-user’s water tanks, and the
tanks are automatically refilled based on user requirements
and Base Station planning. Both end users and water board
managers can follow the water flow information in a user-
friendly web application.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is known that water is the most essential substance on
the earth [1], been that it is required by all human beings,
plants, and organisms for their survival. In order to protect
and conserve the economic and social well-being of urban
cities of which they are known for, it is very important to
ensure that natural resources such as water are accessible
to meet basic needs of people. Although, due to natural
and human factors such as climate change and urbanization,
urban areas are threatened by water shortages [2] and water
scarcity.

Such an example is Kwali, a local government area in
the Federal Capital Territory of Nigeria with a population
of about 128,100 [3]. The outcome of climate change and
urbanization has made the residents of this community to
drill boreholes in their houses in order to have access to
water for their daily activities. Although this water appears
clean, it contains invisible contaminants, hence, putting the
health of the people in great danger.

A solution to this can be a centralized water distribution
system, but the scarcity of water requires very good con-
trol over this system. Precise measurements and automatic
control can be done using Wireless Sensor Networks. The
WSN is made up of a coordinator and multiple sensor nodes

Abubakar Ndagi (e-mail: abubakar-um.ndagi@student.unitbv.ro) and
Csaba Zoltán Kertész (e-mail: csaba.kertesz@unitbv.ro) are with the De-
partment of Electronics and Computers, Transilvania University, Brasov,
Romania

installed in every water tank. Each sensor node is made up of
a microcontroller with a wireless connectivity feature, water
level sensor and other sensor modules from which values
will be read and transmitted to the central server.

Several such solutions been developed in recent years.
For example, Chowdhury et al. [4] illustrated how to avoid
wastage of water as a result of water overflow from the
tank using IoT-GSM-based device which will enable people
to monitor and have control of their tanks via an Android
mobile App.Another solution by Rapelli et al. [5] handles
tasks such as water monitoring, distribution, and billing.
Analysis and calculations were done using sensor values,
from which water usage and bills were calculated.

In this paper we propose an IoT approach for continuous
and real-time monitoring of water distribution using LoRa
module which will allow the sensor devices to transmit
sensor data only when there is data to be sent and then
the device will go back to sleep again. This will help to
prolong the life span of the battery sensor devices, since the
transmitter is not always on. Continuous monitoring water
distribution will guarantee proper distribution, which will
allow for the collection of records such as:

• Available water in tanks: this will keep track of the
amount of water in the tank of the user and if the water
level is low, a notification will be sent to the base station
server using LoRa wireless communication device and
then the pump connected to that user tank will be turned
on.

• Flow rate: the flow rate will be used to determine the
amount of water in volume consumed by the user at
any particular time and based on this, a bill consisting
of a calculated amount based on water consumed by the
respective user will be sent to his/her email at the end
of every month. The user can pay this bill online by
accessing the website.

IoT is a fast-growing paradigm that allows electronic
devices and sensors to communicate through the Internet
in order to improve our standard of living [6]. IoT makes
use of smart devices and the Internet to provide state-of-
the-art solutions to both existing and future problems and
challenges in areas such as technology firms, public and
private companies, government and non-government orga-
nizations throughout the world. With the help of a central
base-station, it is possible to monitor the entire system from
anywhere. Data is continuously uploaded to the cloud which
is a live server hosted on Bluehost Domain Server, this allows979-8-3503-9751-2/23/$31.00 ©2023 IEEE
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Vision-based Vehicle Speed Estimation Using the
YOLO Detector and RNN

Andrija Peruničić, Slobodan Djukanović and Andrej Cvijetić

Abstract— The paper deals with vehicle speed estimation
using video data obtained from a single camera. We propose
a speed estimation method which uses the YOLO algorithm
for vehicle detection and tracking, and a recurrent neural
network (RNN) for speed estimation. As input features for
speed estimation, we use the position and size of bounding
boxes around the vehicles, extracted by the YOLO detector.
The proposed method is trained and tested on the recently
proposed VS13 dataset. The experimental results show that
the box position does not bring any improvement in the speed
estimation performance. The proposed RNN-based estimator
gives an average error of 4.08 km/h using only the area of
bounding box as input feature, which significantly outperforms
audio-based approaches on the same dataset.

I. INTRODUCTION

Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) are crucial for
maintaining traffic safety, optimizing traffic flow, predicting
traffic jams, providing accurate navigation and reducing air
pollution [1]. One of crucially important aspects of ITS
is vehicle speed estimation. Various approaches to vehicle
speed estimation exist in the literature [2], [3]. Speed can
be estimated using different sensors such as cameras, GPS,
LIDAR, radar and microphones [3]–[5]. This paper focuses
on vision-based speed estimation.

In vision-based speed estimation, two main approaches
can be identified, one with mobile cameras and the other
with stable cameras. With stable cameras, which are mostly
dedicated speed cameras, the speed can be estimated by cali-
brating camera for the specific location. By using information
such as angle of the camera with respect to the road and
by adding virtual lines at preset distances on the road, it is
possible to calculate the speed of the vehicle by calculating
the time needed for the vehicle to pass between the lines [2].

Approaches for vehicle detection with static cameras often
utilize background subtraction due to stationary nature of
the background. In some cases, however, instead of vehicle
detection, its license plate is detected and tracked. This
approach is facilitated by the fact that license plates are more
or less uniformized for all vehicles in the considered country.

Approaches also differ in algorithms used for vehicle
tracking, since speed estimation is a multi-frame problem.
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Techniques used in the literature are feature tracking, cen-
troid tracking, region tracking and license plate tracking [2].

This paper addresses vision-based vehicle speed estima-
tion using visual data obtained from a single camera. We
propose a method that is able to accurately estimate the speed
of vehicles using the YOLO algorithm for vehicle detection
and tracking [6], [7], and recurrent neural network (RNN)
for speed estimation.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we de-
scribe background algorithms used in the proposed method.
This section covers the YOLO-based object detector and
RNNs. In Section III, we briefly describe the VS13 dataset
used for training and testing the proposed method. In Section
IV, we introduce our method for vehicle speed estimation
based on YOLO and RNN. The results of the proposed
method are given in Section V. Conclusions and future
research directions are given in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Object detection

Object detection focuses on identifying and locating ob-
jects within an image or video. Deep learning models have
achieved state-of-the-art performance on this task and are
widely used [2]. Convolutional neural networks have proved
to be the most efficient architecture choice for object detec-
tion.

There are two main groups of object recognition al-
gorithms: one-stage and two-stage algorithms. The former
ones detect and classify objects in a single forward pass,
whereas the latter ones first preform object recognition and
then, in the second pass, classify detected objects. Region-
based convolutional neural networks (R-CNNs) are typical
representatives of the two-stage algorithms [8].

YOLO (You only look once) is a deep learning object
recognition algorithm. It is a one-stage algorithm, imply-
ing it is less complex and takes less computational power
than two-staged algorithms. YOLO processes entire images,
which is computationally more efficient than sliding window
approaches [8]. The YOLO model consists of multiple con-
volutional layers. It divides image in a grid, and for each grid
cell it predicts multiple bounding boxes. The bounding box
is a rectangular shape which encloses the detected object
(see Fig. 1). The bounding box predictions consist of five
parameters: (x,y,h,w) and the box confidence score [6].
Parameters x and y represent the coordinates of the box
center, h and w the height and the width of the box, and979-8-3503-9751-2/23/$31.00 ©2023 IEEE
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Single Beacon-Based AUV Navigation:
A Comparative Study of Kalman Filters

Uroš Janković, Luka Martinović, Student Member, IEEE, and Žarko Zečević, Member, IEEE,

Abstract— This paper compares the performance of two
algorithms for the navigation of an Autonomous Underwater
Vehicle (AUV) based on a single hydroacoustic beacon. The per-
fromance of two algorithms, the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
and the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF), is evaluated through
numerical simulations in various scenarios to determine their
accuracy in estimating the AUV’s position using velocity and
range measurements. The results of this study provide insights
into the strengths and limitations of these two algorithms in
the context of AUV navigation.

Index Terms— navigation, single beacon, UKF, EKF

I. INTRODUCTION

The localization of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
(AUVs) during underwater navigation poses a significant
challenge, and has been widely investigated in recent years.
The challenge is due to the lack of GPS signal available in
the underwater environment, because of the high attenuation
that electromagnetic waves suffer in seawater and, in the
absence of specific positioning systems, can exclusively relay
on dead-reconing techniques [1]. To overcome this, various
acoustic-based positioning systems have been developed,
such as Long Base Line (LBL), Short Base Line (SBL)
and Ultra-Short Base Line (USBL) systems, which use the
time of flight of acoustic signals to measure ranges to
fixed transponders and determine the AUV’s position via
trilateration algorithms.

In LBL acoustic localization systems, the AUV measures
the ranges to a set of transponders placed in fixed and known
positions in the sea, and it estimates its position via trilat-
eration algorithms. SBL systems do not require any seafloor
mounted transponders or equipment and thus are suitable
for tracking underwater targets from boats or ships. Three
or more transducers mounted on a surface vessel request
replies from a transponder installed on-board the AUV, and
the AUV position is estimated via trilateration. In USBL
systems, transceiver is mounted on a vessel and uses acoustic
signals to determine the distance toward AUV. Transponder
is attached to AUV, and it replies to acoustic signals from
the transceiver with its own acoustic pulses, allowing the
transceiver to calculate the AUVs position. While these
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techniques have been widely used and have been successful
in many applications, they are still prone to errors due to
channel limitations, such as frequency dependent attenuation,
Doppler spread and multipath propagation [2]. Therefore,
these techniques are often usable only for relatively short
periods, and the AUVs are often required to surface in order
to acquire a positionining fix from the GPS.

In recent years, new techniques, such as the Range-Only
and Single-Beacon methods tracking have been developed
to enhance the performance of AUVs in more complex
scenarios, offering a promising solution to the localization
problem [3]. These approaches are based on the use of range
measurements to a single node with the aim of developing
simple, cheap and easy to operate solutions.

In general, ROSB methods are based on an autonomous
vehicle which is used as a tracker. This vehicle periodically
performs new range measurements using the Time Of Flight
(TOF). TOF is the measurement of the time taken by an
object, particle or wave to travel a distance in order to
determine distance, speed or properties of the medium. In
traditional single beacon underwater tracking, the time of
arrival (TOA) is often meaasured at each acoustic receiver.
Then, it is converted into the transit time based upon a known
time of emission (TOE). Using this transit time with the
knowledge of the effective sound velocity (ESV) yield the
range measurement, as described in [4].

Some works have been performed in single beacon nav-
igation [1], [3], [5], [6], [7] and in this paper comparative
analysis of Kalman filters for single-beacon tracking will be
presented. We will carry numerical simulations and show that
UKF is generally more stable and has faster convergence rate,
while EKF is superior in a specific initialization case, which
will be analyzed in section 4.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 problem
definition is stated and model of the AUV is presented; in
Section 3 we review Extended Kalman Filter and Unscented
Kalman Filter; in Section 4 we present the simulations in
tabular and graphical form and discuss the results; in Section
5 we summarize the conclusions and briefly outline future
work.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

To simplify the notation and the problem, we assume that
AUV moves in a 2D plane. However, this assumption can be
relaxed if vehicle can measure its own depth. Furthermore,
we assume that the vehicle is fully actuated and can be979-8-3503-9751-2/23/$31.00 ©2023 IEEE
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Montenegrin eServices: a Case Study

Aniko Simon, Luka Laković, Pavle Kovačević, Peter A. Kara, Ivana Ognjanović, Ramo Šendelj,
Christoph Reich, Milovan Roganović, John Mantas, and Laszlo Bokor

Abstract— With the advancement of information technology
in the recent decades, digital and online services have become
essential components of everyday life in Europe. Montenegro
is no different in this regard. However, as digital literacy in
the country is still in a developing phase in comparison with
most countries of the EU, a higher portion of its citizens may
rely on assistive technical communication. In this paper, we
provide a case study on the assistive technical communication
of Montenegrin eServices. The work addresses the sectors of
online banking, healthcare services, higher education, national
administrative services, and utilities. Our findings highlight the
diversity in terms of implemented assistive technical communi-
cation, and distinguish usage contexts on the level of adequacy.
Yet as the functionalities of Montenegrin eServices are expected
to gradually expand in the upcoming years, assistive technical
communication must aim to handle the higher extents of service
complexity.

I. INTRODUCTION

At the time of writing this paper, Montenegro is currently
in the process of ascending into the European Union, and
major efforts are being carried out to progress the digitization
of the country. On the one hand, digitization may not
only bring forth a new era of efficiency in every related
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field (manufacturing, agriculture, healthcare, transportation,
education, etc.), but it may also significantly improve the
quality of everyday life via the convenience of digital, elec-
tronic services – also known as eServices. However, on the
other hand, in order for citizens to successfully utilize such
eServices, specific levels of technical know-how is required.
Users without the necessary confidence in operating end-user
devices and in interacting with eServices are supported by
assistive technical communication.

Assistive technical communication may be provided in
various forms. The most basic example could be a conven-
tional user manual, presented either as a downloadable PDF
file or an HTML page. An HTML page can also contain a
list of frequently asked questions (FAQ) and their respective
answers, or include interactive features. Furthermore, it is
a common practice to embed tutorial videos in such how-
to pages, but providing links to external videos is frequent
as well. Due to the advances in information technology,
chatbots can be used to assist the navigation within vast user
manuals, or to direct users to specialized personnel, which
brings us to the forms of live chat or video chat. Chatbots
are particularly of interest in the context of user guidance
[1] (e.g., as a tool for FAQ dataset creation [2]) and they are
intensely addressed by the scientific community due to the
advances in artificial intelligence [3]–[5].

Using assistive technical communication in the context of
Montenegrin eServices is highly relevant due to the issues
with digital literacy in the country. Therefore, assistive tech-
nical communication must aim to eliminate the know-how-
related barriers that may prevent Montenegrin users from
effectively and efficiently accessing such novel eServices.

In this paper, we present our analysis on assistive technical
communication of Montenegrin eServices. We covered the
most important eServices of the country, belonging to the use
case categories of online banking, healthcare services, higher
education, national administrative services, and utilities. The
analysis is extended by a discussion on the covered topics,
and we highlight potential future research efforts.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II reviews the state of digital literacy in Montenegro.
The Montenegrin eServices are briefly introduced in Section
III. Section IV analyzes the state-of-the-art assistive technical
communication approaches for the most relevant services.
Additional discussion is provided in Section V. The paper is
concluded in Section VI.979-8-3503-9751-2/23/$31.00 ©2023 IEEE
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Abstract— In the era of global digitalization, digital in-
novation hubs have become essential, as they function as
transforming forces. In this paper, we provide an analysis of
the Montenegrin Academic Digital Innovation Hub by applying
multi-criteria qualitative evaluation over several criteria: pro-
cess flow of fully digitized operations of the Hub (with aspects
of the innovation life-cycle, ethics, and security), resource
management, strategic goals, and feasibility. The paper also
proposes a model of comprehensive resource management via
the perspective of smart specialization priorities of Montenegro.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digitalization is of paramount importance in the 21st

century as it has the potential to drive significant economic
growth, improve people’s lives, and address some of the
most pressing societal challenges. Additionally, digitalization
has enabled the creation of new business models, such as
the sharing economy. It has led to the emergence of new
industries, such as digital health and precision agriculture. In
Montenegro, there are already notable efforts and outcomes
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of digitalization [1], such as in tourism [2], healthcare [3],
and electronic businesses [4].

Innovation hubs are organizations that are established to
foster innovation and drive economic growth. They bring
together diverse stakeholders, including entrepreneurs, re-
searchers, investors, and government officials, to collaborate
on projects that promote innovation and address societal
challenges. Academic digital innovation hubs are a bit more
specialized organizations established within universities and
research institutions to encourage and foster digitalization in
various fields.

DigNest is one such project that was created to exchange
know-how and best practices and aims to support the driving
forces of digitalization. It is a fundamental aim to assist
the modernization of Montenegrin higher education and to
contribute to high-priority areas, such as healthcare and agri-
culture. The foundation of such an endeavor is the Montene-
grin Academic Digital Innovation Hub (DAIH), supporting a
digitized platform that integrates the Montenegrin academic
sector, business sector, and students with innovative ideas to
support cooperation between the stakeholders.

In this paper, we provide a multi-criteria comprehensive
analysis and evaluation of DAIH based on a qualitative
assessment of the following criteria: IT enhanced process
flow (aspects of innovation life-cycle, ethical and security),
resource management, strategic goals, and feasibility.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II reviews the different digital hubs spanning across
the EU. The primary contribution of this paper is pre-
sented in Section III, which details the concept of DAIH,
introduces an innovative approach for implementation by
exploiting business process family development, therefore,
supporting digital operations, and elaborates its evaluation
along resource management, strategic goals, and feasibility.
The paper is concluded in Section IV.

II. DIGITAL HUBS IN THE EU

The European Union’s Digital Europe Initiative aims to
make the latest digital technologies accessible to all Eu-
ropean industries through Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs)
networks. These facilities improve companies’ business pro-
cesses, products, and services through digital technology,
focusing on Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs), mid-
caps, and low-tech companies. Higher Education Institutions979-8-3503-9751-2/23/$31.00 ©2023 IEEE
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Abstract— The reconstruction of sparse graph signals based
on a reduced set of samples is a relevant topic, since graphs,
acting as irregular signal domains, may comprise a large
number of vertices, millions, or even billions. The related
storage and computational issues motivate the involvement
of subsampling and compressive sensing concepts applied to
graphs. We investigate the fundamental differences in the
conditions for the reconstruction based on a reduced set of
measurements, in the general case of graph signal processing,
versus the case of traditional signal processing. There are two
frameworks for such reconstruction – one assuming that the
positions of nonzero sparsity domain coefficients are a priori
known, and the other – when those positions are unknown
and must be estimated based on the available measurements.
In the first framework, on which we focus in this article,
the conditions are in general far less conservative than in
the second framework, which involves the compressive sensing
(CS) paradigm. The particular structure of the graph may
significantly influence the results, therefore bringing to the fore
the concept of measurements formed as a linear combination
of samples.

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of signals on graphs has provided a gener-

alization of signal processing theory, now empowered by a

more expressive mathematical framework, which accounts

for irregular data relations and corresponding data connectiv-

ity as part of the problem definition [1]–[4]. Although graph

theory existed as a branch of mathematics for a long time

[5], its recent resurgence is motivated by the construction

of a joint framework covering graphs themselves and the

related data (signals). In this emerging field, classical sig-

nal processing concepts, including spectral domain analysis

and processing, filtering [6], and sampling [7], have been

generalized and provided the foundation for more advanced

fields, such as vertex-frequency analysis [6], [8] and various

machine learning models for data on graphs [9].

Large graph dimensions and the Big Data paradigm re-

vealed the necessity to study various sampling concepts,

including subsampling and compressive sensing (CS) [7],

[10]–[13], which further serve as the basis for more advanced

concepts, such as filter banks [6]. To fill a wide gap in the

literature, we consider K-sparse graph signal reconstruction

based on a reduced number of measurements. In particular,

M. Brajović, I. Stanković, M. Daković and Lj. Stanković are with
University of Montenegro, 81000 Podgorica, Montenegro (e-mail: {milosb,
isidoras, milos, ljubisa}@ucg.ac.me).

we analyze the influence of the structural characteristics of

the graphs on which signals reside, on the reconstruction

conditions in the case when the positions of non-zero coef-

ficients in the sparsity domain are known. The conclusions

will emphasize the necessity to consider the measurements

formed as linear combinations of signal samples [14], [15].

After the Introduction, we present the basic graph signal

processing definitions in Section II. The reconstruction of the

K-sparse graph signal is analyzed in Section III. Graph sig-

nal sampling based on linear combination of measurements

is presented in Section IV. Numerical examples are presented

in Section V, while Section VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND THEORY

A graph consists of vertices V = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1},

connected with edges. The weight of edges are represented

using a N ×N matrix W, known as the weight matrix. Its

elements Wmn serve as a measure of connectivity between

vertices m and n. If those vertices are not connected, then

Wmn = 0 holds by definition.

Graphs can be either directed and undirected. In the case of

undirected graphs, weight matrix is symmetric, meaning that

W = WT holds. For undirected graphs, vertices m and n
are connected in both directions. Graphs can be unweighted,

meaning that the non-zero elements Wmn �= 0 are equal to 1.

In this case, the weight matrix becomes the adjacency matrix,

A. Degrees of each vertex are represented using a degree

matrix D (a diagonal N ×N matrix), with elements Dnn =
∑

m
Wmn on the main diagonal. The Laplacian matrix is

defined as

L = D−W.

Since we will focus on undirected graphs, for Laplacian

matrix L = LT holds [6].

For graph Laplacian, the eigendecomposition relation in

matrix form is

LU = UΛ,

where matrix U consists of the eigenvectors uk, k =
0, 1, . . . , N − 1, while diagonal matrix Λ has diagonal

elements equal to the corresponding eigenvalues λk. Since

Laplacian is a symmetric and real-valued matrix, it is diag-

onalizable, which further implies that there exists a set of

orthonormal eigenvectors [6].

We observe a graph signal x(n), n = 0, 1, . . . , N −
1. Values of this signal belong to the vector x =979-8-3503-9751-2/23/$31.00 ©2023 IEEE
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